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Abstract: We report psychometric analyses of an adapted version of the measure of individualism–collectivism (IC) and its horizontal–vertical
(HV) manifestations (Singelis et al., 1995) for Brazilian samples. We used a large sample (N = 1,669) split into an exploratory and two cross-
validation samples. Using confirmatory factor analysis and a new metaheuristic machine learning approach inspired by ant colony foraging, we
found poor psychometric properties. We developed and compared three short scales, which showed poor reliability and poor factor structures.
Considering widely used short scales of this measure, our results suggest that key items may be understood differently by Brazilians, and we
urge caution in interpreting individualism–collectivism scores with Brazilian samples. We discuss issues for further developing cultural ori-
entation scales tomeasure individual differences and the utility of an advancedmetaheuristic data-driven approach for psychometric research.
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Hofstede’s seminal work (Hofstede, 1980; Hofstede,
Garibaldi de Hilal, et al., 2010) focusing on identifying
major dimensions of cultural variation has been a prominent
cornerstone of social science research. Among his empiri-
cally defined dimensions, individualism–collectivism has
created the greatest interest in the wider literature (for a
meta-analysis, see Soh & Leong, 2002). It has been defined
as the degree to which each person in a community em-
phasizes individual goals, in comparison to emphasizing the
goals of one’s group. A second dimension that initially
formed a joint factor with individualism–collectivism is
power distance, defined as the nature of the relationship
with authority and the degree to which members of society
accept an unequal distribution of power and large differ-
ences in status. These dimensions have been confirmed by a
number of subsequent studies (Fischer & Ferreira, 2023;
Minkov, 2018; Taras et al., 2009, 2010) and psychometric

instruments that aim to measure the joint distribution
idealized as modal distribution of individual behaviors,
attitudes, values, and beliefs around cultural means
(Ponizovskiy et al., 2019) have become widely used in the
literature. However, the development and application of
psychometric testsmeasuring such cultural dimensions face
challenges in that the theoretical constructs of interest
(specific cultural dimensions) vary systematically across
cultures. For example, measures of individualism–

collectivism tend to show lower reliability in supposedly
more collectivist societies, and most adaptations and test
validation efforts are conducted in limited cultural contexts
(typically comparing English-speaking and Western Euro-
pean samples with East Asian samples; see, e.g.,
Muthukrishna et al., 2020; cf. Pérez-Nebra, Tordera, et al.,
2023). Relatively few studies have focused instruments that
are applicable to South American samples. Thus, this study
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presents a psychometric study of a widely used instrument
and steps to develop a psychometrically sound short form
for the Brazilian context, which is the largest and most
populous country in Latin and South America.

Vertical–Horizontal
Individualism–Collectivism

Initial attempts were made to develop individualism–

collectivism measures, but it soon became apparent that
the concept of power distance translated as verti-
cality–horizontality in social relations brings an important
nuance for understanding how individuals relate to their
reference groups. The vertical–horizontal (VH) distinction
refers to the extent to which less powerful individuals in
groups, organizations, and institutions accept and expect
power to be (unequally) distributed. Power and inequality
are fundamental facts of any group, and there is sub-
stantive variation in inequality and power differential in
groups globally (Smith et al., 1998; Torelli & Shavitt,
2010). Singelis et al. (1995) were the first to formally
cross these two concepts at the individual level, resulting in
both horizontal and vertical components of individualism
and collectivism, that is vertical–individualism (VI), ver-
tical–collectivism (VC), horizontal–individualism (HI), and
horizontal–collectivism (HC). Across these cultural pat-
terns, collectivism always carries the idea of commitment
to others, and HC emphasizes the importance of main-
taining harmony within the group through cooperation
with in-group members. The notion of hierarchy is salient
in VC, with the sense of obligation toward the group and its
acceptance of unequal social structure. In individualism,
the idea that the individual takes priority over groups in all
aspects of life is maintained, but a distinction is being
made on how autonomous individuals relate to each other.
Horizontal individualism emphasizes the idea of the
unique individual that is morally equal with other auton-
omous and unique individuals, while vertical individual-
ism includes a moral differentiation between individuals
derived from a person’s success in competing with others.
For Triandis (1994), horizontal collectivists exist within
groups and the group is of importance to their identity and
way of being but do not feel subordinated to the group.
Vertical collectivists, on the other hand, submit to their
group’s hierarchical norms and are willing to sacrifice
themselves for the sake of the group. Horizontal indi-
vidualists do their own thing but accept others as moral
equals and do not emphasize interindividual comparisons.
Vertical individualists, on the other hand, are concerned
with competing and succeeding over others. The original
IC-VH scale has been widely used. For example, a Scopus
search on May 15, 2023, returned 1,333 published studies

citing the original paper, with a steady increase in citations
over the last 30 years.
Yet, the original scale has shown problematic psycho-

metric properties, something that Singelis et al. (1995)
noted when describing their scale development efforts.
Singelis et al. (1995) administered the original English
version to a US sample. Responses to the 32 items were
rated on a nine-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 = totally
disagree and 9 = totally agree. The scale was equally dis-
tributed in number of items (i.e., eight items per cultural
pattern) to measure each of the four components. The
authors found Cronbach’s α coefficients of 0.74 for HC,
α = .68 for VC, and for HI α = .67, and VI obtained a
reliability coefficient of .74 (Singelis et al., 1995).
Over the years, a number of attempts have beenmade to

improve the scale and derive shorter versions. The first
attempt was made by Triandis and Gelfand (1998), who
developed a 16-item version. They administered a modi-
fied 27-item version of the original Singelis et al. scale to
student samples in the United States and South Korea. The
four highest loading items per dimension were then used
to create a short version. This version has been used
widely, as evidenced by over 4,000 citations by early 2023
in Google Scholar. This scale has been included in Bra-
zilian samples, showing problems not with its overall
structure, but of items loadings in different factors, par-
ticularly in the dimensions of collectivism (Pérez-Nebra,
Tordera, et al., 2023), however, with relatively good reli-
abilities (all above .70). In another example, in an eight-
country comparison including Brazilian’s participants
(Fischer et al., 2009), this scale showed continuing
problems with relatively low reliabilities for some samples
and components, although average reliabilities for most
scales were above .70. Another short scale was developed
by Sivadas et al. (2008). They developed a 14-item version
based on modestly sized student samples in the
United States, China, Denmark, and India. Their results
suggested significant problems with model fit and reli-
abilities for the original Singelis et al. scale, yet they were
able to identify a reduced 14-item version, which still
showed problems with reliability but overall performed
substantively better.

The Study Context

Here, we report on a validation study and exploration of a
brief measure in a Brazilian sample. Although there are
some examples, Brazil has been an understudied cultural
context for studies investigating individualism–collectivism,
considering the geographic and population size and the
economic impact of the country globally. Brazil is the fifth
largest country by geography, the sevenths most populous
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country and the ninth largest economy in the world. Its
individual states are often larger than in size and pop-
ulation than many European nations. Yet, it has not at-
tracted a lot of research attention, considering its size and
global importance. For example, from the 1,333 articles
citing the original study, only 25 articles were identified
that explicitly mentioned Brazil as a study context,
compared to over 600 articles mentioning the
United States, over 100 each mentioning China, the
United Kingdom, and Canada and more than 50 articles
mentioning the Netherlands, Hong Kong, Turkey, South
Korea, Germany, and Australia (retrieved from Scopus). At
the same time, the country has a unique culture thatmakes
it an interesting study case for differentiating vertical and
horizontal components of individualism and collectivism.
Hofstede’s original work had suggested that Brazil is a
collectivistic society with a strong hierarchy, which would
make the vertical collectivism dimension more salient.
Yet, a few distinct features complicate the picture. Bra-
zilian society has been traditionally seen as a big family
(Cândido, 1972) with few formal rules, but with its
members emphasizing conformity and adaptation to social
hierarchical rules (Gelfand et al., 2021). This character-
ization further emphasizes a vertical collectivism com-
ponent, as Brazilians according to this narrative are being
embedded in tight family groups with unquestioned ac-
ceptance of authority, be it traditionally the main income
provider of the family or the boss at work (Dessen &
Torres, 2019). Yet, embedded within this seemingly tra-
ditional authoritarian collectivistic orientation, anthro-
pologists and cultural psychologists have pointed a unique
mix of social problem-solving strategies that are utilized to
level the hierarchies and offer opportunities for individ-
uals to resolve problems in an otherwise hierarchical and
bureaucratic context. This strategy is commonly known as
jeitinho brasileiro, which literally could be translated as the
little way (Barbosa, 2006), but translation capturing the
meaning vary more widely (Fischer & Pilati, 2024). Psy-
chological research over the last decade has demonstrated
that there are at least two or three distinct behavioral
strategies, ranging from creativity and spontaneity in
overcoming problems to establishing social relationships
on the spot through smooth interpersonal interactions and
activating common in-group markers through casual
conversations all the way to using corruption and nepotism
to get things done (Akira Miura et al., 2019; Ferreira et al.,
2012; Fischer et al., 2014, 2022; Pilati & Fischer, 2022;
Pilati et al., 2011). Although some of these problem-solving
strategies can be individually found in other contexts
(Smith et al., 2011, 2012), the unique combination of
strategies that blend both individualistic (creativity and
spontaneity) and collectivistic (building social relation-
ships on the fly, relying on family ties) to level social

hierarchies makes Brazil an interesting test study of
individualism–collectivism.

Perhaps a certain negligence in working with data from
Latin America in general, and from Brazil in particular, can
be attributed to the scarcity of valid and reliable instru-
ments in these countries. Only a handful of instruments
intended to measure individual variation along cultural
dimensions have been validated for Brazilian samples
(e.g., the Portrait Values Questionnaire – Refined, Torres
et al., 2016; Triandis & Gelfand – Portuguese–Brazilian,
Pérez-Nebra, Pedersoli, et al., 2023). This scenario creates
a clear need for Brazilian scales that measure culture-
related variables with Brazilians which have undergone
the rigor of cross-cultural translation and adaptation
(Brislin et al., 1973; Fischer & Fontaine, 2011; Pérez-Nebra,
Pedersoli, et al., 2023; Smith et al., 2013; van de Vijver &
Leung, 2011). Therefore, our study fills an important gap in
the literature.

Torres and Pérez-Nebra (2015) reported the first transla-
tion and adaptation of the original Individualism–Collectivism
Vertical–Horizontal Scale. They tested the original scale
that showed low reliability coefficients. In the second
stage, new items were constructed based on instruments
measuring cultural orientation (Gouveia, 1998; Tamayo &
Schwartz, 1993) and using input from in-depth interviews.
This revised scale did not show a good fit in the first test,
but the authors also reported a reduced version that
showed improvements in both model fit and reliability. An
important point is that several items did not load on the
theoretically predicted factors but rather showed a dif-
ferent association with other items. Furthermore, even the
reduced version is of substantive length. It would, thus, be
desirable to obtain a valid short version for further use in
the Brazilian context.

The Present Study

Our study has two major objectives. We test with new data
the extended vertical–horizontal individualism–collectivism
scale, which includes additional items that have been
previously developed for a Brazilian context (Torres &
Pérez-Nebra, 2015). Considering the previous problems
with the original and revised scales in terms of poor model
fit and low reliability, psychometric properties need more
attention. Second, the scale is exceedingly long. Previous
studies have reported shorter measures (e.g., Pérez-Nebra,
Todera, et al., 2023), but these continue to show some
problems (e.g., the content of vertical collectivism is
composed only by family-related items). Our study goes
beyond these earlier studies by utilizing a new psychometric
approach called ant colony optimization (Leite et al., 2008;
Olaru & Danner, 2021; Olaru et al., 2019; Raborn & Leite,
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2018) to derive an optimal scalewithin the constraints of our
sample.
Ant colony optimization (ACO) is an advanced meta-

heuristic inspired by the collective foraging behavior of
ants. Ants exploring an open space to find food mark
successful paths leading to food sources with pheromones,
and as more ants start to use the most efficient path, the
pheromone levels increase, leading to the dominance of
the shortest or most efficient route. Drawing inspiration
from such a biological model, this computational method
employs simulated agents (artificial ants) to search for
optimal solutions in a network graph. Through multiple
interactions, the algorithm assigns greater weights to the
shortest paths encountered, mimicking the pheromone
tracks of ants. This method has been widely used to solve
complex computational problems and can also be applied
to optimize and reduce scales using confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA; Dorigo & Stützle, 2004; Olaru et al., 2019).
Essentially, the ACO algorithm iteratively improves the

quality of selected items, retaining the best sample-specific
solutions against researcher-defined statistical criteria.
Using ant colony optimization in scale development offers
benefits over traditional methods. Traditional approaches
often rely on subjective decisions based on limited criteria,
which can lead to suboptimal solutions (Schroeders et al.,
2016). For example, factor loading, a conventional
method, is prone to researcher bias as decisions regarding
item retention or deletion are often based on arbitrary
cutoff values or guidelines. This approach may exclude
important items or retain less relevant ones, compromising
the content validity and psychometric properties of the
shortened scale (Matsunaga, 2010). In contrast, ant colony
optimization provides a more objective, data-driven ap-
proach to item selection, ensuring that the resulting scale
is both psychometrically sound and theoretically groun-
ded. The underlying approach is robust and adaptive,
designed to efficiently explore complex search spaces and
uncover optimal solutions that traditional methods may
overlook (Dorigo et al., 1996). By harnessing the collective
intelligence of the simulated ant colony, the algorithm
strikes a balance between exploration and exploitation,
avoiding local optima and converging toward a global
optimum solution (Dorigo & Stützle, 2004). Consequently,
using ant colony optimization in scale development can
lead to the identification of more precise, reliable, and
parsimonious measurement instruments of intended
constructs such as individualism–collectivism (Olaru &
Danner, 2021; Olaru et al., 2019; Schroeders et al.,
2016). To sum, ant colony optimization presents an in-
novative and efficient approach to simplify complex
measures while maintaining validity and reliability (Blum
& Roli, 2003; Olaru et al., 2019). To ensure that the model
selected is not due to sample specificity, we use a cross-

validation approach and retest the improved model in a
new hold-out sample. In summary, our research questions
are (a) to test the factorial structure of an adapted version
of the vertical–horizontal individualism–collectivism scale
to measure individual differences in a Brazilian context
and (b) to develop a short version of the scale.

Method

Participants

Our sample consisted of 1,669 Brazilians. We randomly
split this sample into three roughly equal subsamples to
allow cross-validation of our empirically derived models.
See Table 1 for a breakdown of key demographic indica-
tors. For all our analyses, we excluded cases with missing
data and only used cases with complete data (N = 1,660).

Measure and Procedure

We collected the data online and paper-and-pencil with
workers in organizations (72.1% of the sample) and paper-
and-pencil in a snowball with undergraduate students to
improve the variability of the sample. We asked the stu-
dents to collect two questionnaires each with different
work categories to learn how to collect data. Although
there are different data collection procedures, there is no
difference between workers and students samples. We use
the adapted scale of the Singelis et al. (1995) scale with a
new subset of items developed by Torres and Pérez-Nebra
(2015). Individuals were presented with 45 short state-
ments (see the supplement for a full list of items) and had
to answer whether they agreed or disagreed with each
statement on a 9-point response scale ranging from 1
(strongly disagree) to 9 (strongly agree).

Data Analysis

Our analysis proceeded in threemajor steps (Figure 1) using
RStudio. In Subsample 1 (to follow the steps see Table 2), we
explored the data structure with a full confirmatory factor
model in lavaan (Rosseel et al., 2023), using bothmaximum
likelihood and maximum likelihood estimation with robust
standard errors and a mean and variance adjusted test
statistic (aka the Satterthwaite approach, WLSMVS). For
identification purposes, we set the latent variance to 1. To
evaluate model fit, we used the CFI, the RMSEA, and
SRMR, with values above .90, below .08, and .08, re-
spectively, indicating acceptable fit. We also reported the
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TLI. We informed the fit for a model with (a) only the items
proposed by Singelis et al. (29 of 32), (b) a model with the
factor structure found by Singelis et al. but also adding the
16 new items developed by Torres and Pérez-Nebra (2015),
and (c) a model with the factor structure for the Singelis
et al. items based on the study by Torres and Pérez-Nebra
(2015), including their 16 new items developed. These
initial models with all items are provided for reasons of
transparency, but given the previously reported problems,
we did not expect an adequate fit.

We then proceeded in two steps. Using Torres and Pérez-
Nebra’s factor structure as a starting point, we examined the
distributional properties of all items. We examined skew-
ness and kurtosis anddecided to exclude any item that had a
z-value for either of these indicators above |10| and visual

inspection (Field et al., 2012). As our focus was on identi-
fying individual variation in these cultural patterns, we
decided to exclude these items as they show little variability
among our participants and are strongly non-normally
distributed. We excluded items with high skewness
(above |3|) and kurtosis (above |10|). Nevertheless, when
running formal statistical tests (e.g., Kolmogorov–Smirnov
and Shapiro–Wilk tests), we still found statistically reliable
deviation from a normal distribution (e.g., p < .05), which
may partially due to relatively large sample sizes. We pro-
ceeded with a new CFA using the reduced item set. We ran
exploratory analyses both with ML andWLSMV estimators,
but since the results were qualitatively identical, we only
report the ML in the text. We applied the same fit criteria as
for the first analysis.

Table 1. Demographic information per subsample

Subsample N Gender (% men) Age (SD) Tenurea (SD) Regionb

1 561 65.6 34.68 (8.42) 12.09 (9.64) 45.5% DF 25.2% RJ

2 555 70.3 35.02 (8.17) 12.89 (9.58) 40.1% DF 27.4% RJ

3 544 66.0 35.55 (8.74) 12.72 (10.05) 43.7% DF 26.7% RJ

Note. aTenure = years of working in their jobs. bOnly the major regions are tabulated; DF – Federal District, RJ – Rio de Janeiro.

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the models tested. CFA = confirmatory factor analysis, T&PN = Torres and Pérez-Nebra (2015); ACO = ant colony
optimization, MI = modification indices, R2 = R-squared values, ML = maximum likelihood, WLSMVS = maximum likelihood estimation with robust
standard errors and a mean- and variance-adjusted test statistic.
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Based on that model fit, as the next step we decided to
apply manual model trimmings. There were two main
issues upon inspection of the models. First, modification
indices (MI) indicated substantive cross-loadings or cor-
related unique factors. Therefore, we used MI to identify
those items that may have unique content that is not
shared with the intended latent variable. As a threshold we

used the chi-square statistic. We excluded any item that
showed MI above the 5% threshold of the model χ2. This
heuristic of 5% was arbitrary and in line with other arbi-
trary decision thresholds in statistics (Brown, 2006). For
correlated unique factors, we excluded the item that
showed correlated unique factors with more than one
other item above the 5% threshold. If this was not the case

Table 2. Overview of models tested in each sample

Models Description

Subsample 1

Singelis (29 items) Tested the original items and Singelis et al. (1995) structure.

Singelis + TPN.a (45 items) Tested the original items from Singelis et al. (1995) using their original structure + new items developed by Torres
and Pérez-Nebra (2015), CFA with ML estimator.

Singelis + TPN.b (45 items) Tested the original items from Singelis et al. (1995) using their original structure + new items developed by Torres
and Pérez-Nebra (2015), CFA with WLSMVS estimator.

TPN.a (45 items) Tested the Torres and Pérez-Nebra structure (which uses the Singelis et al. items, but using a different structural
organization) with the new items developed by Torres & Pérez-Nebra, CFA with ML estimator.

TPN.b (45 items) Tested the Torres and Pérez-Nebra structure (which uses the Singelis et al. items, but using a different structural
organization) with the new items developed by Torres & Pérez-Nebra, CFA with WLSMVS estimator.

Singelis + TPN (29 items) Singelis structure + new items after removing 16 items with high skewness/kurtosis values

ACO Singelis + TPN ACO algorithm applied on Singelis structure + new items after 16 items with high skewness/kurtosis values were
removed, target instrument size: 12 items.

ACO TPN ACO algorithm applied to the alternative Torres and Pérez-Nebra structure (the full list of items), target
instrument size: 3 items per factor.

Model 1 (29 items) Testing the alternative Torres and Pérez-Nebra structure (Singelis et al. items + new items), after removing 16
items with high skewness/kurtosis values.

Model 2 (28 items) Manual trimming of the alternative Torres and Pérez-Nebra structure (see model 1 above), removal of 1 item with
MI >5% of χ2.

Model 3 (18 items) Manual trimming of the alternative Torres and Pérez-Nebra structure (see model 2 above), removal of 10 items
with R2 < .10.

Model 4 – final (14 items) Manual trimming of the alternative Torres and Pérez-Nebra structure (see model 3 above), removal of 4 items
(with MI >5% of χ2), no further improvement via R2 or χ2).

Subsample 2

TPN (45 items) Cross-validation of Torres and Pérez-Nebra structure (alternative Singelis structure + new items) using ML
estimator.

Model 4 (14 items) Cross-validation of Model 4 from subsample 1 (manual trimmed model based on the alternative Torres and Pérez-
Nebra structure).

ACO Model 4 (12 items) ACO application with manually trimmed model 4 as a starting point (14 items), target instrument size: 12 items
(3 per factor)

TPN ACO Cross-validation of TPN ACO model structure identified in Subsample 1

Singelis + TPN ACO Cross-validation of the Singelis + TPN ACO model structure identified in Subsample 1

Subsample 3

TPN (45 items) Second cross-validation of Torres and Pérez-Nebra structure using ML estimator.

Model 4 (14 items) Second cross-validation of Model 4 from subsample 1 (manually trimmed with alternative Torres and Pérez-Nebra
structure as starting point)

ACO Model 4 (12 items) Cross-validation of ACO application to manually trimmed model 4 (subsample 2)

TPN ACO Second cross-validation of TPN ACO model structure identified in Subsample 1

Singelis + TPN ACO Second cross-validation of the Singelis + TPN ACO model structure identified in Subsample 1

Singelis + TPN ACO (only 3
factors)

As the Singelis + TPN ACO model showed convergence issues, we manually identified problems with two items of
VI subscale. The VI subscale was removed & the reduced model tested

Note. ACO = ant colony optimization.
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(correlated unique factors between a single item pair), we
randomly selected one item.We then re-ran themodel and
re-examined fit. If the fit was not above our prespecified
threshold, we re-evaluated MI with the 5% of the χ2 as a
threshold. If the fit was insufficient, but no MI was above
the 5% threshold, we also examined R2 values for the
individual items.We excluded items that showed R2 values
below .10, which indicates that the items are not strongly
related to the latent variable. We iterated these steps until
a solution was found that showed an adequate fit.

A second parallel step was to set up an ant colony op-
timization (ACO) analysis. We combined the original
Singelis et al. factor structure and the new items of Torres
and Pérez-Nebra (2015) as starting point. We used the
ShortForm R package (Raborn & Leite, 2018) and simu-
lated 50 ants, specifying a pheromone evaporation rate of
95% and a step rate of 5,000 (number of simulated ants in
a row for which the model does not change). Because
initial runs of the CFA suggested very poor fit and esti-
mation problems with the default values, we manually set
the CFA to .5, the SRMR to .15, and RMSEA to .15 as cutoff
criteria. These criteria are aligned with some of the poorer
fitting models in previous research with this scale (Sivadas
et al., 2008). Furthermore, we set the optimal item per
factor to three. It is important that the ACO proceeded
without considering specific model misfit and rather
represents a random exploration of item combinations that
maximize our prespecified criteria.

In Subsample 2, we first cross-validated the two ACO
models from Subsample 1 as well as the final manually
trimmed model. For the manually trimmed model (we
assumed that more than three items would remain for

each factor), we then used the ACO algorithm to identify a
best-fitting model that has three items per dimension and
follows our prespecified fit criteria. We again used the
ShortForm package and simulated 20 ants, specifying a
pheromone evaporation rate of 95% and a step rate of
2,000 (number of simulated ants in a row for which the
model does not change). We set the maximum number of
models to run to 20,000. Due to problems with model
convergence in some of the analyses within each run when
using higher thresholds, we set the CFI value to .8.

All ACO andmanually trimmedmodels were then cross-
validated in our third subsample. For comparison pur-
poses, we also refitted (1) the original model using all
items, (2) the model with non-normally distributed items
removed, and (3) the optimal model from Subsample 1.

In summary, we used a sequence of exploratory CFAs
and ACO with Subsample 1. In Subsample 2, we cross-
validated the ACO models and conducted a further opti-
mization procedure, and we then cross-validated all models
with Subsample 3. We calculated reliability estimates using
the semTools package (Jorgensen et al., 2018) (Table 2).

Results

Step 1: Baseline Results

The first step of analysis was conducted with Subsample 1.
As presented in Table 3, none of the models fit well. The
results with the Torres and Pérez-Nebra (2015) factor
structure fitted marginally better, especially when using

Table 3. CFA-based reduction subsample 1

Step χ2 df χ2/df CFI TLI RMSEA [90%] SRMR

Singelis (29 items) 1,128.45 371 3.04 .58 .54 .06 [.06–.07] .08

Singelis + TPN.a (45 items) 2,722.34 939 2.90 .49 .46 .06 [.06–.07] .09

Singelis + TPN.b (45 items) 2,624.13 939 2.79 .62 .60 .06 [.06–.07] .08

TPN.a (45 items) 2,638.44 939 2.81 .51 .49 .06 [.06–.07] .08

TPN.b (45 items) 2,530.82 939 2.70 .64 .62 .06 [.06–.06] .08

Singelis + TPN (29 items) 1,059.80 371 2.86 .62 .59 .06 [.06–.07] .07

Singelis + TPN ACO 78.66 48 1.64 .89 .85 .04 [.02–.05] .05

TPN ACO 93.89 48 1.95 .88 .84 .05 [.03–.06] .05

Model 1 (29 items) 1,008.70 371 2.71 .65 .62 .06 [.06–.07] .07

Model 2 (28 items) 784.88 344 2.28 .72 .70 .05 [.05–.06] .06

Model 3 (18 items) 295.23 129 2.29 .86 .84 .05 [.05–.06] .06

Model 4 – final (14 items) 133.65 71 1.88 .91 .88 .04 [.03–.06] .05

Note. TPN = Torres and Pérez-Nebra (2015) model; TPN.a used ML estimator; TPN.b used WLSMVS estimator; Singelis = structure proposed by Singelis et al
(1995), Singelis + TPN used the Singelis structure plus the newly created items; Singelis + TPN.b estimated using WLSMVS estimator; Singelis + TPN model
fitted after removing 16 items for normality issues; Model 1 – removed 16 items for normality issues; Model 2 – removed one item with MI > 5% of χ2; Model 3 –

removed 10 items with R2 < .10; Model 4 – removed four items with MI >5% of χ2. ACO = ant colony optimization applied to either the Singelis structure with TPN
items or TPN structure with new items.
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the WLSMVS estimator. The original Singelis et al. factor
structure either using only the original items or in com-
bination with the newly developed items did not work well
in our Brazilian sample.

Baseline CFA Results

Model Improvements and Manual Trimming
We first examined the distributional properties of the
items in the full 45-item version. A total of 16 items
showed substantive problems with non-normality. Of
these items, 14 of them belonged to the horizontal col-
lectivism dimension. The other items were from vertical
collectivism and horizontal individualism, respectively.
The two items with the highest normality issues were “I
feel good when I cooperate with others” and “It is im-
portant for me to maintain harmony within my group.”
When rerunning this reduced item set with the Torres and
Pérez-Nebra structure, fit remained well below com-
monly accepted thresholds. We therefore proceeded to
trim the models using modification indices and explained
the variance in individual indicators. The fourth model
showed an acceptable fit with CFI above .90 and SRMR
and RMSEA both below .06. This final model in Sub-
sample 1 had already three items for the two individu-
alism dimensions and for the horizontal collectivism
dimension. The vertical collectivism dimension had five
items.

Ant Colony Optimization
We set up two different ant colony optimization models,
starting from either the Singelis et al. factor structure or
from the Torres and Pérez-Nebra factor structure, always
including the new items proposed for the Brazilian context.
The two optimization structures converged when setting
the thresholds to essentially poor fit. The Torres and
Pérez-Nebramodel showed a slightly better fit for this final
12-itemmodel: χ2(939) = 2,638.44, CFI = .51, SRMR = .083,
and RMSEA = .062, compared to the model starting from
the Singelis et al. factor structure: χ2(939) = 2,963.12, CFI =
.51, SRMR = .09, and RMSEA = .07.

First Cross-Validation Sample and Second
ACO Application

We first ran the original full item set again using Sub-
sample 2. The fit was poor (see Table 4). When we tested
the best-fitting manually trimmed model, it showed a
better fit. In fact, this manually trimmedmodel showed the
best fit statistics, even when comparing with the ACO
models trained on Subsample 1.
We then used the manually trimmed model from

Subsample 1 and proceeded with the ACO approach (with
20 ants and evaporation of 95%). Restricting the final
model to three items per dimension, the pattern remained
similar and in fact showed a slightly worse fit when

Table 4. First cross-validation results in subsample 2

Step χ2 df χ2/df CFI TLI RMSEA [90%] SRMR

Original TPN (45 items) 2,547.04 939 2.71 .53 .51 .06 [.06–.06] .09

Model 4 (14 items) 145.37 71 2.04 .87 .83 .05 [.04–.06] .05

Model ACO (12 items) 107.18 48 2.23 .85 .79 .05 [.04–.07] .05

Model ACO TPNa 143.28 48 2.99 .73 .63 .07 [.05–.08] .07

Model ACO Singelis + TPN 98.86 48 2.06 .81 .74 .05 [.04–.06] .05

Note. Estimator used: ML. Original Torres and Pérez-Nebra (2015) model; Model 4 is the same tested in Subsample 1. Model ACO (12 items) came fromModel 4
where we remove two items using ACO. Model ACO←TPN used the original TPN structure and applied ACO specifying a structure with 12 items; Model ACO←
Singelis + TPNwe also specify to use 12 items based on the structure of Singelis with TPNwhere some items changed its factora. This model shows issues with
convergence. For more information, see Table 2.

Table 5. Second cross-validation in subsample 3

Step χ2 df χ2/df CFI TLI RMSEA [90%] SRMR

Original (45 items) 2,932.38 939 3.12 .52 .50 .07 [.07–.07] .09

Model 4 177.24 71 2.50 .81 .76 .06 [.05–.07] .06

Model ACO model 4 116.27 48 2.42 .84 .79 .06 [.04–.07] .05

Model ACO TPNa 115.42 38 3.04 .81 .73 .07 [.05–.08] .07

Model ACO Singelis + TPNb 67.06 48 1.40 .94 .92 .03 [.01–.05] .04

Model ACO Singelis + TPN (3 factors) 24.67 24 1.03 .99 .99 .01 [.00–.04] .03

Note. Model 4 is the same tested in Subsamples 1 and 2. Model ACO was fitted with 12 items. aWe had to remove Item 25 due to convergence issues.
bThere were out-of-bound issues with two items of the VI subscale, the three factor solution excluded the VI subscale. For more information on the
models, see Table 2.
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considering CFI and TLI. However, the Akaike Infor-
mation Criterion suggested a better fit for the ACO-
optimized model compared to the final manually trim-
med model from Step 1: AIC = 28,111 versus 32,926,
respectively.

Second Cross-Validation Sample

We used the final subsample to cross-validate all our
models (Table 5). For the sake of completeness and as a
comparison base, we also report the original 45 item

Table 6. Items loadings and reliability estimates of the short forms in the final cross-validation in subsample 3

Item

ACO TPN (model 4) ACO TPN ACO Singelis-TPNb

HI HC VI VC HI HC VI VC HI HC VI VC SBN TG

12 I am a unique individual (originally HI) .37 x

30 I enjoy being unique and different from the others in many ways .23 x

40a I like having power to influence others. .55

2 If a co-worker gets a price (prize) I would feel proud .13 x x

10 It annoys me when other people perform better than I do .16 (R) (.04) (x)

26R I enjoy being unique and different from the others in many ways .99 x

4 What happens to me is my own doing .51

6 I like my privacy .48

8 I prefer to be direct and forthright when I talk with people .34

27 When I succeeded‘ it is usually because of my abilities .38

39a I like take my own decisions and be free to choose what I want to
do

.66 .56

41a I like to be creative and develop my own things in an original way .48 .60 .53

43a I am an independent person and not better or worse than others .54 .57

42a I like to feel that I am free to come and go without hindrance

45a People should always follow rules that Benefit the workgroup,
even when no one is watching.

.46

14 I enjoy working in situations involving competition with others. .67 .99 (.04) x

16 Competition is law of nature .54 x x

20 Winning is everything .47 x

5 Without competition it is impossible to have a good society .45 x

24R Some people emphasize winning; I am not one of them .12

32a To succeed in life, I need to be smart and know how to overcome
obstacles

2.76

25 I would do what would please my family .73 + .58 (x)

28 Before making a major trip‘ I consult with most members of my
family and many friends

.37

3 My happiness depends very much on the happiness of those
around me (originally in HC)

�.08 x

38a I prefer not to stand out or draw the attention of my workgroup to
myself

.02

44a It is my duty to always understand the needs and support the
people I know

.09

15 I would sacrifice an activity that I enjoy very much if my family did
not approve of it

.58 x

28 Before making a major trip‘ I consult with most members of my
family and many friends

.46

α .34 .48 .56 .20 .33 .58 .42 .00 .40 .52 .27 .54

ω .34 .52 .57 .34 .61 .58 .56 .00 .42 .53 2.41 .54

Note. aNew items; R = reversed item; + removed to overcome convergence issues in Subsample 3; bloadings for the solution with out-of-bound issues, loading
patterns for the three factor solution are comparable; SBN = Sivadas et al. (2008); TG = Triandis and Gelfand (1998); TPN = Torres and Pérez-Nebra (2015); ACO
= ant colony optimization.
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version as well as the manually trimmed model from
Subsample 1 again. The ACO solution fits slightly better
than the model identified in step or the original scale with
all items. Yet, the fit was still not at acceptable levels for
the CFI or TLI but showed acceptable levels for the
RMSEA and SRMR.We also encountered convergence and
out-of-bound issues with two of the best fitting models
from the previous round.

Factor Loadings and Reliability

Table 6 shows the standardized factor loadings and reli-
ability estimates of the three models that overall showed
best statistical properties in Subsample 3. We are showing
here the loadings of the final three models: the cross-
validated Model 4, the cross-validated TPN-derived ACO
model, and the reduced three factor structure of the cross-
validated Singelis + TPN-derived ACO model. We also
included an indication which of the items were part of the
previous short versions of this instrument (Sivadas et al.,
2008; Triandis & Gelfand, 1998). As presented in Table 6,
loadings were of moderate size and some showed loadings
contrary of what would be expected theoretically.
Similarly, the reliability estimates continue to show

scope for improvement (see Table 6).

Discussion

We analyzed the psychometric properties of a widely used
cultural inventory in a Brazilian sample using a data-driven
approach to identify a short version that provides both
better fit to data and is better aligned with theoretical
expectations and can be used in future studies. As noted,
there has been a relative neglect of psychometric exam-
ination of psychological instruments, and instruments
measuring cultural orientations are no exception. Our
results show overall poor fit and problematic reliability
estimates for the original version, a previously adapted
version and various short versions. We discuss some of the
insights gained from both content and psychometric
perspectives and discuss avenues forward.
First, the fit statistics of our model were not satisfactory

according to widely used criteria. At the same time, our
results converge with other studies. For example, Sivadas
et al. (2008) reported an average CFI of .78, NFI of .62, and
a RMSEA of .068 across five different student samples.
These averages are lower (CFI, NFI) or within the range
(RMSEA) of what we encountered in our study. This clearly
demonstrates that there are bigger issues with themeasure
itself that need careful attention. If the aim is to construct a

valid psychometric tool to be used to identify variation of
individuals around cultural orientations, then future
research needs to significantly improve on the measure-
ment. If the aim is to simultaneously capture within and
between cultural information, then variability within and
between cultures needs to be examined.
This brings us to an important second observation: A

substantive number of items showed limited variation as
indicated by highly non-normal distributions. Most of
these items came from the horizontal collectivism di-
mension. Previous studies have suggested that Brazilians
tend to score high in collectivism in general (Hofstede,
1980; Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010; House et al.,
2004) but also tend to be strongly focused in their in-
groups, prefer group decision-making, and avoid conflicts
to preserve group harmony (Bertsch & Ondracek, 2010;
O’Keefe & O’Keefe, 2004), which suggest an orientation
toward horizontal collectivism. The nearly uniformly high
endorsement of these items means that these character-
istics are highly important within Brazilian culture, but
their utility for an individual difference measure is limited.
This trade-off between cultural relevance and individual
variability for developing individual-level constructs with
adequate psychometric standards is a significant chal-
lenge. Other forms of item validation are needed when
cross-national comparisons are of interest, and the non-
normal distribution of the responses across samples would
become meaningful information (but the quality of the
item responses within Brazil would still need examina-
tion). An important insight from our analysis is that further
measurement development must consider variability
within and across different cultural samples.
A third observation is that different items have emerged

across short scales reported previously. In our study using
a bottom-up psychometric approach, none of the items
from the widely used Triandis and Gelfand (1998) hori-
zontal individualism and vertical collectivism scale re-
mained. Only one item from the vertical individualism
scale was consistently included across subsamples in our
short versions. Finally, one horizontal collectivism item in
the original version loaded on the horizontal individualism
dimension in our study. The sensation of pride when a
coworker gets a prize in our samples indicates an element
of individualism, but one which emphasizes the moral
equality between coworkers as individuals, instead of in-
dicating group affiliation. These patterns suggest that
future applications of this widely used scale need to
proceed with great caution as the items may actually be
understood differently by Brazilians compared to what was
intended by the authors and, therefore, resulting mean
scores are misleading.
Conceptually, the item content of the original scales and

even more so in the brief versions need further work. For
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instance, the item “My happiness depends very much on
the happiness of those around me” showed both positive
and negative associations with other items in the different
subsamples. These associations highlight that questions of
well-being might carry both personal and group associa-
tions. Individuals may interpret the item as meaning that
personal happiness arises when everyone in one’s group is
happy, or it may imply some normative component (e.g.,
“my well-being emerges by doing what the social norm
requires me to do and I am happy doing what is important
for my group despite the fact that I disagree”; see Tordera
et al., 2020). Thus, the content of the itemsmay have been
appropriate for describing these cultural characteristics of
samples in the 1990s in the US and selected Asian soci-
eties, but these items may be interpreted differently and
therefore are capturing distinct cultural dynamics in
Brazilian samples. Similar problems of limited coverage of
collectivism in Western-based scales have been noted
before (Györkös et al., 2013).

Elaborating on one further cultural feature that requires
careful attention is the conceptualization of vertical col-
lectivism as being predominantly oriented toward the
family, which presumes that family represents hierarchy
(Pérez-Nebra et al., 2023). For contemporary Brazilians,
family may not necessarily represent an authority that
requires submission but rather provides a supportive axis
within an often harsh and hostile environment marked by
decades of military repressions during the dictatorship,
institutional discrimination, and notoriously high unem-
ployment. Historically, Brazil featured a marked patriar-
chal and enslaving social structure, in which the patriarch
had complete control and power over both the individual
and property (Freyre, 1963) but also formed relationships
based on informality and affection (Amado & Vinagre-
Brasil, 1991; Da Matta, 1997). More recently, family
structures may have served as a buffer in uncertain eco-
nomic and social conditions, reinforcing two apparently
opposing tendencies: great hierarchical distances between
the different social classes but marked preferences for
more informal and affectionate social relationships cutting
across social classes (DaMatta, 1986).We encouragemore
conceptual work to identify vertical collectivism sources
that can be included in future individual difference
measures of cultural orientation in Latin America.

Limitations

Our study had some noted strengths such as using a broad
and large sample beyond just using student samples and
repeated cross-validation of empirically derived short
versions using both traditional and modern psychometric
tools. At the same time, our study is not without limitations.

We ran into convergence issues in our cross-validation
samples and failed to replicate factor structures. As out-
lined above, there may be conceptual issues with the scale
itself and culture-specific interpretations that lead to weak
domain relevance and representativeness (Fontaine, 2005).
Therefore, our work highlights the importance of careful
psychometric exploration and further conceptual devel-
opment of cultural instruments in nonstudent samples.

A second limitation is that we employed a new meta-
heuristic computational approach. In Table 1, the com-
parison of trimmed models allowed us to suggest that our
manually trimmed model performed slightly better in the
cross-validation samples compared to the automatically
derived computational models. Future work is needed to
identify the best parameter values (e.g., simulated ants,
evaporation rates, number of steps required) to work with
instruments such as ours, which may show poor structural
properties.

A further limitation is that we did not use external
criteria to cross-validate the scale. We had initially in-
tended to do so, but the poor structural parameters of the
current instrument suggest that this step may have been
premature. However, we strongly recommend future work
to consider developing strong nomological networks,
ideally with real-world behavior that can demonstrate the
practical relevance of the cultural orientations for real-
world phenomena. Such criteria could be implemented
within the ACO (Olaru & Danner, 2021; Olaru et al., 2019;
Schroeders et al., 2016) that we employed to simulta-
neously optimize instruments for structural and external
validity parameters. It would also be important to more
systematically investigate different causal structures that
may underlie any measurement model (see https://
pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34669630/) and work on
stronger theoretical models of culture that can then be
translated into psychometric measurements.

Conclusion

In summary, we used large samples and innovativemethods
to test the factor structure of awidely used instrument that is
intended to measure individual differences in cultural ori-
entation. Our results further demonstrate previously iden-
tified problems with the psychometric features of this
instrument. We also identified issues with the score dis-
tributions and factor loadings that may indicate features of
Brazilian culture that require attention in future work.
Overall, our analyses suggest that the instrument is not fit
for purpose, and our analyses highlight the need for si-
multaneous cross-cultural analyses if the aim is to develop a
psychometric tool of cultural orientations that captures
relevant features both within and across cultures.
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